
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
June 2, 2020 
 
Dear Brandywine Health Foundation Board and Staff,  
  
We, as both the current and incoming Chairs of the Board of Directors, feel compelled to share our 
thoughts about the events of the past few days, especially given how deeply they resonate with the 
commitment to racial equity that is at the heart of our Foundation’s mission and the soul of our new 
strategic plan.  
  
We cannot and will not stay silent about the injustices that have been and continue to be perpetrated 
against people of color in our nation and in our community.  We are deeply committed to being 
antiracist by using our voices, our advocacy and our philanthropy to fight for racial equity. We have and 
will continue to fight for policy and funding changes that dismantle structural racism. We are aware of 
the privilege we have to openly express and take bold action. We encourage others with the same 
privilege to do the same. 
  
As a Foundation committed to racial equity, we believe we too can take bold action. Towards that end, 
we are asking all of you to read the essay below written by Marcus Walton, President & CEO of 
Grantmakers for Effective Organizations. You may not agree with what we have written above or what 
he writes below from our own personal perspectives.   But Marcus’s four recommendations below 
should definitely ring true to our Foundation’s guiding principles and the way we seek to lead in the 
community, and should become even more of an ingrained focus of our work:  
  

• “Framing the issue:  Acknowledge and illuminate how institutional barriers to progress are real 
and persist today; 

• Focusing on root cause:  Prioritize eliminating the social and political barriers to progress that 
systemically and disproportionately prohibit thriving within historically marginalized 
communities; 

• Disaggregating data:  Illustrate through historical analysis that the entire concept of race in 
America remains the determining variable for inequity across identity groups, as reflected in 
disaggregated data (i.e. cataloguing data according to racial, gender, class, geographical, 
sexual orientation and other categories); 

• Exercising power:  Change the rules (policies, practices, norms) within your organization that 
erode trust, put individuals in harm's way, or perpetuate race-neutral/color-blind grantmaking 
practices.”  

  
By aligning the implementation of the Brandywine Health Foundation’s  strategic goals and grantmaking 
with these four ideas, we have the opportunity to take bold action that will lead to positive and lasting 
change.  
  



We are already an impactful organization comprised of passionate, talented and diverse volunteers, 
donors and staff.  Together, we have accomplished extraordinary things over our last, nearly 20 years. 
With the right strategies for change, we can do better for the residents of Greater Coatesville now and 
in the challenging times ahead.  
  
At the same time, we want to acknowledge the fear, the heartbreak and the devastation that many of 
friends and colleagues may be experiencing at this time.   We are available to listen, learn and lead.   
Please don’t hesitate to reach out if there is anything either of us can do to ease that pain just a little bit. 
  
Humbly and sincerely, 
 

     
Jason D. Alexander, MPP    Richard C. Clark , CFP®, ChFC®, RICP®   
Current Board Chair     Incoming Board Chair 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Hope is Not a Strategy for Change 

For many of us, the past weeks have seemed surreal, enraging, exhausting. In 
addition to addressing myriad COVID-19 related challenges (disproportionately 
impacting communities of color), we have endured the latest in a series of 
sensational examples of overt racism directed at Black people: in New York, 
occurring at the hands of an individual symbolizing the worst aspects of 
unchecked privilege, in Minnesota, by way of an egregious system of 
unchecked state violence, in Georgia, in Kentucky, in Florida...and we know 
there are so many other examples that haven't made national news. These 
experiences remind me that we heal ourselves whenever we create out of 
rage. To this end, rather than withdrawing into isolation to grapple with 
uncertainty or fear, I invite you to summon the courage to be fully present in 
supportive community with others to re-imagine a new generative response to 
our collective outrage.  

Despite my own personal feelings about these events, including the ensuing 
protests sparked around the world, it also hurts me acutely as the leader of an 
organization to witness peers and colleagues, including the brilliant, passionate 
staff of GEO, experience pain, fear and feelings of helplessness. To this day, 
no singular action seems sufficient enough to counter the effects of such 
egregious acts of violence. No encouragement for self and community care 
seems enough to convey fully my desire for everyone to experience physical 
and emotional safety. I want each individual to take care, find an empowering 
outlet for self-expression, reach emotional acceptance of conditions as they 
change and derive meaning from each experience, no matter how tragic. I 
choose to be present with GEO's community of stakeholders as an example for 
what it looks like in practice to persevere through pain and ambiguity together.  

As a Black man who has amassed his fair share of experiences with injustice, 
firsthand, I am simultaneously encouraged by the broad demonstrations of 
outrage, while being equally conscientious of the familiarity of this moment. 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__click.email.geofunders.org_-3Fqs-3D8acac2c290e7b6528b8f26162ccbfe06bc8c0a05496767ba687c34357f31347fe7259736803212b53ba3810f63df7905afc9889cb6cb4d9e&d=DwMFaQ&c=lyRy51zjx4hQJcB3JCGUOU5vX-jEGJJtBuA7jLo19lU&r=vxSSD5UDTo7zP5JmyAKbAUrDlLDNemV82-IDBMlhzx4&m=szOUZUKd-yjlsEyoWJBQnThtbj3Hp1NvxhfSDsdsXs0&s=taHbuqqQrc0b9iaQ2jmBBgqgubQL6VeaV5i1foZ0XBg&e=


Indeed, many of us may feel that we have experienced this phenomenon 
before - and, the "ending" is usually predictably unsatisfying.  

It is also unsettling for me to experience so many people of diverse 
backgrounds "discovering" outrage as each new racial atrocity befalls another 
defenseless Black person when we have seen and heard this play out so many 
times throughout history, as chronicled for hundreds of years within accounts 
from the trans-Atlantic slave trade, the Civil War era and the Jim Crow South; 
throughout the American civil rights eras of the 1920s-60s; and into more 
contemporary eras characterized by the first opioid epidemic (i.e. crack 
cocaine) in the 1980s-90s as well as the most recent rash of murders of Black 
civilians by police officers in the 2010s, which include Eric Garner, Tamir Rice, 
Michael Brown, Alton Sterling, Philando Castile, Sandra Bland and many more. 
Reserving our outrage for the most sensational examples highlighted in the 
media is dehumanizing and does not honor so many other human lives lost.  

As much as we hope to be better, hope alone has never proven a sufficient 
strategy for change any more than outrage over racial atrocities has effectively 
prevented future atrocities. Instead, adopting a generational commitment to 
advancing racial equity through collective action may engender real hope for 
many populations. For responsive philanthropic strategy, this must involve: 

  
• Framing the issue: Acknowledge and illuminate how institutional 

barriers to progress are real and persist today; 
• Focusing on root cause: Prioritize eliminating the social and political 

barriers to progress that systemically and disproportionately prohibit 
thriving within historically marginalized communities; 

• Disaggregating data: Illustrate through historical analysis that the 
entire concept of race in America remains the determining variable for 
inequity across identity groups, as reflected in disaggregated data (i.e. 
cataloguing data according to racial, gender, class, geographical, sexual 
orientation and other categories); 

• Exercising power: Change the rules (policies, practices, norms) within 
your organization that erode trust, put individuals in harm's way, or 
perpetuate race-neutral/color-blind grantmaking practices.  

  

Despite the cyclical nature of institutional violence that predictably targets 
Black and other historically marginalized people, we know that the hoarding 
and asserting of power in order to create or maintain advantage is the source 
of the problem. Our intentional efforts to consider the impact of our 
grantmaking decisions, and to make those decisions in ways that share and 
yield power, provide an important check against abuse of this kind. Going 



beyond talk to act on racial equity principles and practices in your work 
provides a meaningful response to the expressions of pain and desperation 
from so many people who are suffering within our communities.  

Though this is only one of many steps required for rectifying generations of 
preventable social ills, it may be essential to our collective progress as funders. 
To this end, we remain available as a community of practice and learning to 
support your efforts both in the immediate as well as the long-term. Working 
together, we can hold ourselves accountable to generating lasting 
change. 

On behalf of the entire team at GEO, I wish you well and remind you that you 
are never alone.  

  

Keep taking care, 

Marcus* 

  
  
Marcus Walton 
  
  

President & CEO 

  
  

Grantmakers for Effective Organizations 

  
  
  

He/Him/His 

  
  
  
  

  

   

 


